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About This Game

Mushroom Crusher Extreme is a retro-styled arcade-action game, in which you take control of Zenon, a mage with a mission to
repel an invasion of giant Shrooms on his native archipelago. Battle against time and use your elemental magic to vanquish the

invaders before it's too late!

Along with retro visuals, Mushroom Crusher Extreme follows old-school gameplay sensibilities: simple on the outside, complex
on the inside. Though unforgiving to beginners, understanding its mechanics will lead to a satisfying experience.

Features:

 Survive the onslaught and BATTLE more than 15 types of vicious Shrooms

 COMBO your arsenal of elemental spells and MATCH them against enemy weaknesses to fight your way to victory.
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 Collect spores and redeem rewards. Hard-won accomplishments UNLOCK more spells, levels and goodies for your ever-
expanding inventory

 EQUIP different combinations of Spells and status-enhancing Trinkets to customize Zenon’s powers

 Summon the help of a friend in ONLINE or LOCAL CO-OP MODE

 EXPLORE beautiful, handcrafted levels and rid the world of Shrooms once and for all!

Mushroom Crusher Extreme is developed by Mushroom Party, a two-man operation dedicated to finally bringing an old
passion project out to the world.
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Title: Mushroom Crusher Extreme
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Mushroom Party, Team Jolly Roger
Publisher:
Team Jolly Roger
Release Date: 10 May, 2019
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Being a person that always heard about Leisure Suit Larry, the game history, and watching a few letsplayes i cant say i came in
completely blind. But over all if you are looking for an interesting point and click adventure game with all the fixings of
comedy, absurdity, and headscratching solutions that point and click games are known for: then your in the right place. Leisure
Suit Larry - Wet Dreams Don't Dry perfectly encapsulates the essence of the series without relying to heavily on T&A. Definitly
get it if you have some money burning a hole in your wallet, or want to try a Leisure Suit Larry game for yourself.. I picked this
game up on a whim some time ago. Zombie Exodus is a very well written choose-your-own-adventure story that grips you and
keeps you within minutes of starting. All of the events are well described, the characters are unique and have their own stories.

Everything is so well described, it paints such a vivid picture in your mind of what's going on and what you're seeing. The story
is so good and the events are so memorable, that even many months later I can still remember the events that occured and the
choices I made from start to finish.

I would absolutely recommend this game.. Can we have a rule in the future that 'challenge modes' don't count as DLC?

Please don't sell us what is already in the game...

Also, not all of us enjoy 'challenge modes' that just consist of turning up the difficulty... Or challenge modes of any sort.. first of
all this game takes 20 minutes and what the f*** about this bullets omg why they are too slow when ı shoot ı wait for my bullets
to hit target and why frame rate is that much low ı mean ı could play gta v min. 30 fps what about it its maximum 20 fps
as a result its not problem that the game is 20 minutes because its 2 turkish lira so its not problem
for me just bullets and frame rate is problem

and this part is just for the studio of this game , OMG please dont do to be continued again ı hate it and ı think everybody hates
it
dont again. it is so stupid it is for computer yet it uses a controller wich hardly anyone has
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 Dad Goku is  Stronk EVERYTHING.

  Also,  I LOVE Bardock's Theme btw . Great game.. https://youtu.be/T6bOxCV1Exc

Despite the simple tilt based controls, this feline adventure offers a lot of exploration. The difficult stays firmly in the
chill zone but feels just right for what is being offered.. 10\/10 amazing infinite runner for PC.. great time killer its
very challenging fun and music isnt annoying. Pretty boring. I thought it would be like a reverse rubix cube puzzle
game but the camera/aiming controls are♥♥♥♥♥ the music is the same 10 sec loop featured in the trailer repeating
forever, and the combo system is shallow. There's plenty of other good puzzle games on Steam so skip this.

A few bugfixes and announcement about content drop:
I just fixed more bugs where you could fire one naration more times or even worse more times at once.

In the content drop I will add an easter egg in the form of a parody about an rpg maker game.

If you find many of those bugs that let you run one narration more times, please do let me know down here in the
comments. Thanks to God is a Serb for pointing out a lot of bugs which were fixed.

For some reason though if you are in WinXP and want to rush through, please do not skip the narrations as it might or
might not break the game for you and you will have to restart it. Expect this to be fixed tomorrow or ASAP.

Thanks again,
Divertic out. [Maintenance] 05/15/2019:
Dear SOF Community!

We will be performing maintenance at 19:00 PM (PDT) on 5/15.
We expect this maintenance to last about 3~4 hours.
Kindly find detailed information below.

Downtime: May 15, 19:00 PM (PDT) – May 16, 00:00 AM (PDT)
──────────────────────────────────────────

Details

1. EXP Boost Event. Cardlings is set for release:
Get ready to outwit your opponents in our latest tactical game.

Cardlings is coming on June 5th for Windows, Mac and Linux.

A tablet version (Android and iOS) will follow soon for proper cross-platform multiplayer.. v1.3.0.0:

Fixed YouTube

Fixed multiplayer

Changed driver model

Small fixes/tweaks
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. Logic World Wednesdays: The Thursday Edition:
Hello and welcome back to Logic World Wednesdays!

Jimmy. ḕgᏲvᏰgnຮAttenиbtion!ŚŃ:

fnvjDfnvlκjfên Suspicious glяnvfDκSnjя;êg activity нvвgnS;Dngт was noticed
lтDκjnвv;êŦŃVĴĎŦŃVĹĶĴŦĔŃĞĹŔŃVŦĎĶŚŃĴŔ;ĔĞ on the
ĤVßĞŃŚ;ĎŃĞŤĨŤĎĶĴŃßV;ĔŔVĤŤ;ŃĎÁ;ĴĎŃŦV;Ť;ĔŔŃVĶ;Ĕ ĴŃŤĤяvfиvjdfиvlkjfєи developer's side.
glяиvfdkรиjя;єg Perhaps нvbgиร;dиgтi they're тdkjиbv;єяvнт;иd making plans ᖴnvᏧᕍᖴnvlḳᏧ to do
ᖴḕnglᖇnvᖴᕍḳຮnᏧᖇ; something ḕgᏲvᏰgnຮ;ᕍngtḭtᕍḳᏧnᏰv;ḕᖇvᏲt;nᕍᎯ;Ꮷᕍnᖴv;t;ḕ in the near
ᖇnvḳ;ḕᏧntᏲα;jdиfv;т;єяиvk;єjитннт;nDå future. ;jDnfv;т;êяnvκ;êjnтн
. Week 2 Post-Launch Update:
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This last week I mainly focused on PR, press releases. and general advertising of the game. I participated in a couple of
giveaways as well.

The response to the game has been amazing so far. People are truly enjoying the game and its game play concept!

For the following weeks I will be going back to focusing on optimization, and I will also be beginning the development
of the next round of content for the game.

Also, stay tuned, there will more music added to the game soundtrack very soon!. Yellow Turban Rebellion Gameplay
Reveal:
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Leader of the people He Yi forges an empire from his grassroots rebellion. Can his forces bring down the corrupt
warlords that hold China in their iron grip?

Find out in our Yellow Turbans gameplay reveal here: https://youtu.be/t68lVxWbkyM

The countdown is on… just over a week to go until THREE KINGDOMS is released and you can forge your own
dynasty. If you pre-order the game or purchase it in the first week, you’ll receive the Yellow Turbans for free.

Which warlord will Yu play as first?
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